INTRODUCTION
The process of structure-based drug design (SBDD) [2] requires the identification and validation of the target protein for searching the causes of the disease phenotype. Protein has a critical role for the symptoms of diseases. On functioning, a drug activates or inhibits the protein by modifying it for a curing effect [1] . After the relation between the disease and target protein has been found, the next step is to find the method of modifying the target. It is generally referred to as protein-protein or protein-ligand (small chemical molecule) interactions.
SBDD considers a protein's three-dimensional (3D) structure, which can be found experimentally by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy or x-ray crystallography. The protein structure can also be constructed based on its amino acid sequence and a similar protein of which the 3D structure is known. Public domains that contain this information include the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [3] (that tells the atomic coordinates) and Protein Quaternary Structure file server (PQS) [4] . They enhance the feasibility of SBDD as the knowledge of some protein's 3D structures enables the prediction of binding sites for protein and ligand, which is a pre-requisite of SBDD [5] . When a protein's structure is known and its binding sites are predicted, finding a suitable ligand (the drug) can be realised by docking, de novo drug design, or virtual screening [6] .
Protein-ligand binding sites usually are found in the pockets of the protein surfaces. The prediction of pockets as binding sites has been studied based on the proteins' structure or sequence. The geometric properties are considered in POCKET [9] , LIGSITE [10] , and SURFNET [11] . It is often assumed that the binding site is found in the largest pocket. By analysing the sequence conservation, the residues involved in ligand binding were predicted [7] - [8] . Other methods like PocketFinder [12] and Q-SiteFinder [13] consider the energy of the van der Waals interaction potential. Nevertheless, the above methods are not so capable of handling the multi-chain proteins, where the gaps among the protein chains might be predicted as pockets incorrectly. LIGSITE CSC [14] and ConCavity [15] suggested that the sequence conservation should be integrated with the structural pocket identification to predict the binding sites of proteins, especially the multi-chain ones, more accurately. MetaPocket [16] [17] is a combination of eight predictors, namely LIGSITE CSC [14] , PASS [18] , QSiteFinder [13] , SURFNET [11] , GHECOM [19] , ConCavity [15] , Fpocket [20] , and POCASA [21] . It ranks the predicted binding sites of the eight methods and finds the potential binding sites based on their spatial similarity.
Predicting protein-ligand binding sites can be formulated as a binary classification problem to evaluate how likely some grid points around the protein surface will bind with ligands. A score for each grid point is obtained based on the protein properties. However, the many methods to determine these scores increase the complexity of the problem. Thus, we applied the Support Vector Machine (SVM) in our previous work [22] to do the prediction. A total of 29 attributes of proteins were used, which cover all the aforementioned protein information. Nevertheless, like many bioinformatics datasets, the data of binding sites have the problems of being large-sized and imbalanced [23] . Thus, the data size in the previous work was reduced by random under-sampling and filtering.
In this paper, the unsupervised pre-training process of multi-clustering is proposed to further improve our previous prediction method [22] . Multi-clustering has been widely used in different areas, including big data [24] , feature selection [25] , data reduction [26] , and deep learning [27] - [28] . After the training dataset is generated, it is clustered into eight groups depending on the type of attributes. SVM is then applied on each group of data to generate eight classification models. By applying multi-clustering in this way, we can focus on a particular type of attribute to design the SVM, which makes the SVM in each group to be simpler and have better performance when compared with an SVM designed for data in all groups for single clustering. SVM is used as the classifier
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978-1-5090-3474-1/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEEbecause it can offer more robust performance than other conventional classifiers based on our experimental results. The 198 drug-target dataset developed in MetaPocket [17] is used to evaluate our method. Only the largest three binding sites are predicted. Each site is denoted by a centre point. The proposed method is compared with six other published methods, namely LIGSITECSC, SURFNET, Fpocket [20] , Q-SiteFinder, ConCavity, and MetaPocket. A new evaluation method, which is different from that in our previous work, is applied. It is closer to the method in [17] so that the comparison results are more meaningful.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The methods of predicting protein-ligand binding sites are described in Section II. Section III explains the attributes we consider for each grid point. In Section IV, the overall process and the selected training data are detailed. The proposed evaluation method is explained in Section V. Section VI presents the results from the proposed method. The paper's conclusion is given in Section VII.
II. PREDICTING SITES FOR PROTEIN-LIGAND BINDING

A. POCKET and LIGSITE
POCKET [9] is a geometry-based method for predicting the binding sites, which involves a 3D grid as shown in Fig. 1 . A distance check assures that the grid points will not overlap with the protein atoms. Those grid points not overlapping with the protein atoms are labelled under solvent. A protein-solventprotein (PSP) event occurs if a grid point in solvent is enclosed by pairs of protein atoms in opposite directions of the same axis.
As an extension to POCKET [9] , LIGSITE [10] has increased directions of scanning. The number of PSP events of a grid-point in the scanning directions is obtained (Fig 1) . A larger value of it represents a higher chance of that grid point being a pocket. This method considers only the geometric properties of the target protein.
B. SURFNET
SURFNET [11] is another geometry-based method to find the binding sites. Its grid values are based on the number of constructed spheres within pairs of relevant protein atoms that has no overlapping occurred (Fig. 2) . It can be seen that for grid points outside some pockets, the distances between pairs of atoms are very long. On the other hand, for grid points inside pockets, more than one sphere can be formed.
C. PocketFinder
PocketFinder [12] is an energy-based method to predict ligand binding sites. The van der Waals interaction potential at a grid point p between the protein and a simple atomic probe is given by the Lennard-Jones formula: 
D. Sequence Conservation
As residues in protein are not equally important, conservation analysis can be used to predict those residues in the protein sequence that are functionally important [29] - [31] . It has been shown that sequence conservation has a strong correlation with ligand binding sites [7] - [8] . In [15] , the sequence conservation is combined with the information of the protein structure to predict the binding sites.
III. PROTEIN ATTRIBUTES USED
The protein attributes considered by this paper are based on the common approaches of binding site prediction described in the previous section. A total of 29 attributes [22] are used for the training of the SVM, which is then tested for identifying the sites of protein-ligand binding. For a given grid-point, these attributes (features) include:
1) Grid values:
The geometric property values according to LIGSITE and SURFNET.
2) Interaction potential: The PocketFinder method [12] that applies (1) to find the interaction potential.
3) Conservation score: Residue-level analysis was done to identify which residues in a protein are responsible for its function, which is reflected by a conservation score obtained by the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) method [31] . Each grid point's score takes the conservation score of the nearest residue.
4) Distance to protein:
It is the square of the distance between the nearest point on the van der Waals surface of the protein and the grid point. However, the grid points with the squared distance larger that 5Å are not considered as it has been found experimentally that nearly 90% of ligand atoms have a distance less than 5Å from the protein's van der Waals surface. By doing so, the data size can be reduced.
5) Attributes of nearby grid points:
Binding sites practically involve many grid points (as the distance between two grid points is only 1Å [15] ). The attributes of the nearby grid points are important for a good prediction. As shown in Fig. 3 , the six connected points' properties of LIGSITE value, SURFNET value, interaction potential, and conservation score are used as the attributes too. Together with the distance of the selected grid point, totally 29 features are used as the attributes of each selected grid point.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Overall Process
In this paper, multi-clustering acts as an unsupervised pretraining process to improve the prediction result. The protein attributes are first divided into three types, namely geometrybased, energy-based, and sequence conservation. For the geometry-based type, the attributes consist of the LIGSITE and SURFNET grid values, distance to protein, and the grid values of the six connected grid points. For the energy-based type, the attributes consist of the interaction potential and that of the six connected grid points. For the sequence conservation type, the attributes consist of the conservation score and that of the six connected grid points.
K-means clustering [32] is then applied to cluster the training data into two regions for each type of attributes (therefore, K=2 in this case.) Only one type of attributes is used for each clustering, while the other types of attributes are set to zero for simplicity. As we have three types of attributes, a 3-bit binary code can be assigned and totally eight regions of clustered data are formed. The centroid of each region is calculated. Fig. 4 shows an example of the multi-clustering. SVM is then applied to the training data of each region to form eight classification models of binding sites.
The SVM light program is used to realise the learning and classifying process. The radial basis function, which is commonly used to handle non-linear classification, is employed as the kernel of the SVM. On applying the trained SVM to do the testing, each protein in the dataset is also built with the 29 attributes. The grid points of each testing protein are clustered into 8 regions based on the centroids calculated in the training set. The grid points are classified by the corresponding models to identify whether they are potential binding sites. The potential binding sites are then clustered into different groups by K-means clustering, where the initial value of K depends on the number of potential binding sites. The value of K will decrease if empty clusters are formed during the clustering process. After clustering, each group is represented by a centroid that corresponds to an identified binding site. Fig. 5 shows the overall process of the proposed prediction method.
B. Datasets
In this paper, the training set is the same as the one used in our previous study [22] , which contains 15% of the LigASite (v9.4) dataset (40 proteins) as shown in Table I. V. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON Fig. 3 . Centre grid point and its six connected grid points.
The same performance measurement should be used to do the evaluation and comparison. [17] suggested an evaluation method for comparing only the largest three sites as most of the ligands would bind to large pockets only. After the SVM has predicted the binding sites grid points, the largest three sites are selected and represented by the grid points at the centre of them. Then, if the centre grid points of the three largest predicting sites are located inside the real binding sites (such that the distance between any atom of the ligand and the centre grid point is less than 4Å), the prediction will be counted as a hit (correct identification). A protein can have more than one binding site. If at least one binding site can be located correctly, the prediction is counted as a hit. Using the same evaluation method in [17] , the top 1 to top 3 binding sites are obtained separately and the success rate is given by,
where N P is the total number of proteins in the testing dataset, N HIT is the number of proteins with at least one binding sites correctly located.
VI. RESULTS
This section shows the comparison of our method and the other prediction methods. Our method in this paper is named as MCSVMBs and our previous method in [22] is named as SVMBs. The testing dataset is the 198 drug-target protein complexes [17] . 1pkj  3gd9  1lf3  3lem  1llo  1ybu  4tpi  3h72  2j4e  1rn8  2v8l  1x2b  1g97  2zhz  3a0t  1o26  1rzu  1znz  1ojz  1sqf  2gga  3gh6  3d1g  2jgv  1dy3  1jyl  2e1t  2ywm 1kwc 2g28  3d4p  2wyw 2dtt  1tjw  2za1  2art  1u7z  3gid  1i1h  2w1a Fig 
VII. CONCLUSION
In structure-based drug design, identifying the binding sites is a pre-requisite for protein-ligand docking. In this paper, SVMs in eight clusters of data have been used to identify the binding sites. The geometry-based type, energy-based type and sequence conservation type attributes are considered on doing the multi-clustering identification. Assigning threshold value is no longer needed to determine the binding sites. Random under-sampling and distance filtering have been employed to reduce the effect of imbalanced data and large data size respectively.
MCSVMBs is compared to six other published methods using the 198 drug-target protein complexes. Only the largest three binding sites are considered. The results show that MCSVMBs performs better than the other methods. 
